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In high school we tended to put people into groups - "stoners, preppies, black, white, skaters, hippies, straight, gay, rich, poor, liberal, conservative, nerd, geek, etc. etc. etc." In college, however, we begin to become aware that these old stereotypes aren't 100% true. We realize that we can't just shove people into different categories because they never fit exactly into any one category. We also see how people can change. The guy who we placed in a "preppy" category in high school may have become a "hippy" in college or vice-versa. Clearly people are much more complex than we realized. It may be hard for some of us to deal with this realization. It is always tempting to simply lump people together into convenient and therefore disposable units. Complexities out of sight, complexities out of mind - life stays simple.

Such an attitude is wrong. People are not just parts of groups, they are individuals. Each person is unique. Each is a conglomeration of little pieces of everything she or he has ever experienced. We have all heard the cliche that people are like snowflakes - no two are the same - but this is so true. Even individuals who look almost exactly alike will have different fingerprints. Just look at the signatures at the beginning and end of this book. No two are exactly alike. Each signature represents a unique individual with ideas and attitudes combined in a unique way to create a unique personality.

Here at K-college I have had the opportunity to get to know so many different individuals. And I have learned so very much in the process. Whereas before I might have called everyone "snow", now I try to look at each individual "snowflake" to discern the unique patterns there. (No, I am not trying to say that you are all flaky!) I try to look beyond what the person wears, or what "groups" they belong to, and try to understand them as a unique individual, deserving of my respect for their individuality. I may not agree with all of their ideas or attitudes but I must recognize their right to their own opinions and lifestyle. I must also recognize that just because they belong to certain groups of friends or organizations that it doesn't necessarily make them any better or worse than me. Furthermore, just because they may have, for example, different political views than I, it doesn't mean that we might not have other interests in common. People are complex. If you take a closer look they may surprise you.

We all use stereotypes in our society. However, we must always remember that behind every stereotype lies a unique person, who deserves to be treated as such and whose individual qualities will undoubtedly transcend the borders of any generalization we try to place upon them. Next time you are tempted to generalize or stereotype someone, take a closer look: please remember the Snowflake, the Fingerprint, and the Signature.

Sincerely,

Heather Carstens

Heather Carstens
Boiling Pot Co-Editor 1993-94
Seniors
“Artists do it creatively!”

Bernard Palchick

Art / Art History

Biology

In memory of F.Z. . . .
"The crux of the biscuit
is the apostrophe.

Chemistry
Remember:
If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the precipitate!

Doug Williams


Brooks' Law
Adding more programmers to a late project may make it later.

Verifying ≠ Right Product?
Validating ≠ Product Right?

Computer Science


"E = mc^2; Economics in Macro Confrontation Squad."

Ahmed M. Hussein

Economics

Job-hunting English majors:
Live to Write!
(Don't write to live;
You can't eat words!)

- Ellen Calloway

"E = mc^2; Economics in Macro Confrontation Squad."

Ahmed M. Hussein

Economics
Bien vivre, c'est se spécialiser en français

D. Collins
History

I believe it was William Faulkner who said that the past isn't dead, it isn't even past.

- David E. Barclay

Take two aspirin and call me in the morning.

Sally Olexia

Health Science
HR²/HDSR:
THE HANDS-ON, HYBRID, HUMANOID MAJOR: BY, WITH, AND FOR THE PEOPLE!

Kim Cummings


"The people and the people alone are the motive force in the making of world history." — Mao Tse-Tung

Henry Cohen

IAS
We have a marvelous proof, but it is too long to fit in this space.

Mathematics
**Philosophy**

“All things excellent are as difficult as they are rare.”

~Spinoza

Keep after it! J. Case

---

Left to Right: Chris Lohfot, Ben Hale, Josh Green; Not Pictured: James Lambert

---

"Why are you studying physics?" I said, "because I am curious and like to play with toys and the physicists study everything and have the biggest, most expensive toys in the whole world."

---

Tom Aeckow

**Physics**
Psychology

One learns by doing the thing; no though you think you know it, you have no certainty until you try.

Socrates

From step living!
Best Wishes

Left to Right: Back: David J. H. Yang, Amy Crawford, Jero Reginski, Arjanette Genovese, Amy Dumanos, Robin Messner, Karilee Bunting, Ben German; Middle: Marie McIntyre, Jessica Derechin, Front: Abigail Wher, Kelly Frederick, Jennifer Ginvin, Amy O'Hara, Jenny Michael, Kate O'Steen, Amy Schectl, last Row: Andy Donskali, Alison Zoya, Jennifer Holmes, Kim Kocan, Tracie McClean, Sandu Raj, Kelly Roberts, Heather Spencer, Lida Vedmore, Chris Youn.


Hermeneutics. The Politics

Human beings, when perfected, are the beast of animals, but without guile,
and natural justice, they are the
worst of all; more aware of injustice
of their wrong-doings, and they are,
equipped at birth, with some, meant
to be used by intelligence and sacrifice,
which they may use, for the worst ends.

Aristotle, The Politics

Left to Right: Back: Sandu Raj.

Kim Manning
Department of Political Science

Political Science
Religion

The stuff of religion continues to disturb the neat boundaries of human definition. The way we deal with that disturbance measures our intellectual courage and integrity.

B. Schenick

Sociologists are cleaner, but anthropologists have more fun.

Marjorie Arnold

Sociology/ Anthropology
Según Pedro Salinas:

"Para vivir no quiero
islas, palacios, torres.
Qué alegría más alta:
Vivir en los pronombres
Suerte!"

Spanish
Smile! You're on Candid Camera!

Below: E. Tracey Parker tries out a new frisbee fashion; Left: Grant Rickoff, Jennifer Hofmeister, Kate O'Brien, and Jen Russell get close; Below left: Grant Rickoff and Danielle Seabold hangout and catch up.

Top: Michael Rohde is adored by all — well at least by Genna Beaudoin, Krisin Guter and Connie Jedneak; Left: Jamie Kozma quenches her thirst and snaps a few pictures for the Index; Above: Kieran Joshi and Erin Lee pause to reflect on summer quarter.
Top: Brian Cosgrove and Steve Bastian; Bottom Left: Pete Avis and a friend; Bottom Right: Aaron Robinson slams Jeff Lund

BAHAMA BOOGIE *

Left: Tracie McClellan; Right: Brian Cosgrove and Clay Vanderwalt; Bottom: Andy Fields, Andy Alamo, Kenny Metcalf, Aaron Ward, and Stephen Jacobson
Signs of Life

Top Left: Kieran, Josh, Chris Yoon, Kevin Peterson, and Dana Bouland hang out at the TGIF. Top Right: Laura Preister; Middle left: Susan Ann; Middle Right: Tony, Anita Khanea, Jackie Aurelia, and Kierth Morris. "takin' a break . . .
Bottom: Never expect a senior to pass up free food at the TGIF.

Top Left: Karen Bailey, Hillary Byrn, and Jody Wilson celebrate the 4th of July; Top Right: Hanging out in the computer lab; Bottom Left: Gail Simpson; Bottom Right: Rob Townsend cuts the Quad.

The Daniel Rocket production was a success! Give these budding young actors and actresses a hand!
African Night's first celebration of traditional African cuisine and custom was celebrated on July 6, 1993. Umureh Bah, Boubacar Case, and Assouy Dioufate planned the event for the campus to bring more diversity and to acknowledge those faculty members who are committed to educating others about African life and culture. They hope to turn this event into an annual one. Be there next year.

SIGNS OF SUMMER

Top: Obayemi Ofohuna; Bottom Left: Brendal (Hooray, we love Brendal); Bottom Right: Karilee Reinking, Tessa Swiftney, Keith Moms, and Mark Melzke

Top Left: Amy Dumanols and J.D. Wagner; Top Right: Nick Conbere; Bottom Left: Nathaniel Bolin and on-looker; Bottom Right: Bess German grills them up!
Top Left: Water balloon fight at Severn! Top Right: Sheri Michaels. Middle: Kate O'Brien and Grant Rickhoff. Bottom: John Minuth and Kathy Webb.

QUADSTOCK

Right: Summer quarter band directed by Robin Melander; Middle: Handbell choir, summer quarter, directed by Russell Cooper.

Bottom Right: Summer quarter performance by the Instrumental Methods class for brass and woodwinds.

Top Left: Ben Voights, creative with garbage; Top Right: Ben, Kevin, and Dan catching Envorg's rhythms; Left: Envorgers browsing through the trash receptacle.
Top Left: Deka and Jessica helping out the WRC; Top Right: Participants at the Candle Light Vigil; Above: Region of the WRC; Right: Erica, Matt, Wendy, and Erin chatting about the Atlas.
The K-Zoo Revue allows students and faculty to show their otherwise hidden talents to us all.

Top Left: One student inhales his microphone.
Top Right: In a feline duet, Susan Olsen and friend “Meow” perform.
Middle Left: A guitar and accordion round out the musical entertainment.

Middle Right: Students take a break from the festivities to enjoy the non-Saga lunch food.

Bottom Left: Staff members sing out in their trio.
Bottom Right: “Look mom, I cleaned my plate!” Two spectators grin as they finish their lunch.

Top Right: In their costumed finery, they dance and sing for students. The K-Zoo Revue attracts a wide variety of different acts to its stage.
Middle Right: The quartet performs in one of the many concerts of the school year. It also does a number in the Halloween Concert.
Fall
On Land and Sea

During Land Sea, a 2-3 week outdoor adventure, freshmen, led by Tom Bremsau, hike, canoe, and climb their way through Killarney National Park in Ontario, Canada. A 3 day sail aboard the Toronto Brigantine completes the trip. The students also experience the "Scat". Each student tests their self-sufficiency in the woods for 48 hours. This year several groups met wildlife up close and - apparently a black bear wanted to go on Land Sea too.

Top Left: Amy Hudkins, Alexandra Foley, and Julie Quagley take a break.
Top Right: Jan Anderson surveys her clients. Mid Left: Jane VanDam smiles with her friend Susan.
Bottom: Robb Dunn is instantly repeaking. Bottom Right: Dwight Banner II stands triumphantly.

Top Left: Jane Van Dam gives a sunny smile. Top Right: Mark Dunbin hugs a friend. Middle: Rachael Greenwald laughs with Emily Mitchell and Dwight Banner II. Mid right: back row — Jane Van Dam, Justin Woodland, Beth Badley, Mark Dunbin, front row — Michelle, Mia Johnson, Rachel Landers, Robb Dunn. Lower Mid Right: Dwight Banner II in his pack. Bottom Left: Mark Dunbin sitting above "The Gap". Top right: Matt Johnston, Mike McFarland, Mark Dunbin, and Rob Townsend stand proudly.
Top Left: It's first week, and the freshmen are already sick of tags.
Top Right: Laura Campbell: deep in thought while trying to figure out the puzzle.
Bottom Left: Sean Devine steps by to say hi.
Bottom Right: An amused Patrick Barrington.

Top: Dawn Cist, Big Ger, Julie Quigley, Sarah Katchum, Kristen Ratza
Left: Molly Machtber, Charmaine de la Rosa
Right: Mia Johnson

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
Cross Country

Top Left: Back Row: Molly Mechtenberg, Dona Bailey, Amber Vanderklok, Debra Hasfurther, Terri Dennany, Amy McMichael, Front Row: Annie Dibble, Loretta Miller, Stephanie Gorman, Christine Perry, Shelby Stuntz, Coach Peter Gathje not pictured; Top Right: Jason Schrock; Bottom: In Tree: Christine Perry, Terri Dennany, Amber Vanderklok, Rebecca Joyce, Stephanie Gorman; Molly Mechtenberg and Dona Bailey; Next Page: Top: The men’s Cross Country team at Homecoming; Mid Left: Men’s and Women’s teams; Mid Right: Rebecca Joyce, Stephanie Gorman, and Shelby Stuntz; Bottom Left: Shawn Mattingly and Ben Selden; Bottom Right: The Women’s team Incognito at Homecoming.
Women’s Soccer

Top: Left to Right, Back Row: head coach Scott Forester, Kelly Ellen, Erin Bagozzi, Jill Wojewucki, Iresa Anderson, Emily Huburt, Amy Godde, Sara Benner, assistant coach Joe Schmid; Middle Row: Chelsea Ciappi, Molly ballet, Mira McSweeney, Shannon Pinkava, Kathryn Dzielewski, Laura Whiteley, Lisa Roschek, Jennifer Kapp; Front Row: Melissa Stucki, Jennifer Russell, Kate O’Brien, Sarah Bouchard, Felicia Paluzzi; Bottom: The team poses on a rainy day.

Men’s Soccer

Top: Left to Right, Back Row: Rene Addison, Matthew Burt, Benjamin Breitinger, Mark Bachman, Tim Streeter, Tom Anagnost, Robin Wells, Greg Harlser, Abrahm Sneader, Peter Poncirowski, Peter Knight, Dana Oraucci, Todd Thompson; coach Hardy Fuchs; Front Row: Jeffrey Talbert, Eric Schwartz, Blake Lancaster, David Reider, Jonathan Wlevy, Mike Arends, Erik Vill; James Grace; Mid Left: Dana Oraucci; Mid Right: Levitation is just one of the many talents of our soccer team; Bottom: Team Captain Tim Streeter and Ben Breitinger.
Women's and Men's Golf


Members of the Men's Golf Team (No photo avail.): Kurt Simeck, Anthony "Scooter" Dimaggio, Mike McFall, Prashant Desai, Adam Wolfe, Ketan Desai, Jason Gross, Sam Park, Brian Blafert.

Women's Volleyball

From Left to Right: Assistant coach Scott Mul, assistant coach Dawn Jacqua, Phyllis Perry, Heather Memitz, Hannah Ruggles, Susie Faremouth, Julia Haarer, Cara Marker, Julie Dicks, Mary Swajes, Amy Schmidt, Mary Helen Diegel, Jenn West, Anitra Glenbergs, Abby Kirkwood, Allison Waldenstrom, Beth Burgess, Amy Anderson, Nikki Frost, head coach Jeanne Hess.
The 1993 Kalamazoo College Hornets:

Top Row: Jared Piper, David Lehman, Rob Cavagnol, Andy Smentana, Chad Zolman, James Morrow, Craig Kashazta, Doug Dammann, Bobby Ireland, Jeff Hotchkiss, Scott Falkner, Todd Menzlie, Sage Eastman, James Neill, and Ryan Murphy;

Fourth Row: Erich Kickland, Seth Simpson, Dave Sherwood, Josh King, Derek Adams, Jeff Pierce, Steve Tack, Randy Lindstrom, J.J. Bowman, Zach Beemer, Birch Ruesink, Adam Green, Kenny Matcalfe;


Second Row: Josh Howie, Brian DeKaan, Karow Gordon, Jeff Sokol, A.J. Mikloiche, Tim Siwajack, Clint Wagner, Bob Holloway, Scott Boes, Aaron Robinson;

First Row: Jason Morgan, Aaron Ward, Matt Stapleton, Bryan Schultz, Chris Berkimer, Mike Heiron, Andy Ferris, J.D. Wagner, Steve Bastian;

Not Pictured: Camp McCraney (#61)

Top Left: The Bryans show their spirit with The Hornet.
Top Right: Two students roast hot dogs as Susanne Carlson looks on.
Middle Left: A hornet fan flashes his spirit.
Middle Right: These students make up a small part of the enthusiastic crowd.
Bottom Left: Elizabeth Gray helps Melissa Bullard with her face paint.
Bottom Right: Loren Piper cheers loudly for the Hornets.
Top: James Pfluecke, Sarah Ketchum, Knut Hill, and Julie Quigley huddle together for warmth at the chilly game.

Middle Left: These Knowledge Bowl women show their support on their faces.

Middle Right: The Women's Cross Country Team doubles as a table, grapes, a cookie, and Cookie Monster.

Bottom Left: The Kalamazoo College Men's Cross Country Team does the grapevine—Pumpkin style.

Bottom Right: Inesa Anderson and her date pause between dances.
Top Left: Brett Orr and Mike Demo participate in "Suite Feud." Top Right: Competition rises as Leah Wilder and Adam Bower show their stuff. Middle Left: Brian Tal­ lerico pokes his head in to say "Hi!" Bottom Right: A suite discusses their plan of action during a game of "Suite Feud."
The Miser
Hauntingly Fearsome Halloween Festivities

Barnes meets Godzilla in the costume of Choir Director Mr. Peter Hopkins. Who are these men? President Bryan, Dr. John Fink, Dr. Bill Calhoun. And Dr. Collins leave their normal attires for a costumed quartet.

Choir member Melissa Weinhold goes blonde for the Halloween concert.

New superhero, Davey Gerhard transforms himself into "Trident Man". Mark's sister, Kelly Dunford calls the devoted to their haunted concert. Preparing to partake on the holiday festivities, pirate, Sonja Morkawale poses. Pausing to give us their frightening best, Jen Andes and Stephanie Kowalski are a gentleman and a goodread pirate.
Residential Life

Top Left: Love the hat, Corey Harbaugh

Top Right: Rick Retzer cooks a mean sausage while Kelly Dunsford, Sarah Kruse, Jen Andes, and Ben Hale look on.

Bottom Left: Emily Mitchell makes sue Dawn Moerdyk enjoys her food.

Bottom Right: Master artist, Marty Mechtenburg

Top: Suzie Bracker, Leslie Steckler, and Deepa Rajagopal

Middle: Dave Surh, Sarah Kruse, Kelly Dunsford, and Jen Andes

Bottom Left: Johanna McKinney

Bottom Right: Keith Morris
Top Left: The French-German Alliance after registration;
Center: Emily Merrell taking a bath; Middle Right: Where's the beef???
Bottom Left: Mr. Squirrel; Bottom Right: The typical "K" Student

Top: And they call themselves Seniors???
Middle Right: Michael Herron; Bottom Left: Jen and Amy wish you Merry Christmas!
Middle Left: Andy VanBergen, Sharon Cabansag, Stephanie Parker
Top Left: Chatting in front of Hicks; Top Right: Frolicking in front of the punch bowl; Middle: Cheers!

Top: On-campus fun; Middle: Christian Doyle studies hard; Bottom Left: Denna Evoe; Bottom Right: Showing their "K" spirit.
Top: During the Holiday bazaar, students sit with Santa and receive candy canes. Middle Left: "Go K!" The Cheer team yells for victory at a football game. Middle Right: Students for Creative Anachronism member Kim Kieck smiles at her dancing partner John Krieger. Bottom Left: Quadstop provides a pleasant alternative to Saga for students. Bottom Right: Loaves of bread sit during the Project Brave Hunger Dinner.

Top: The Women's Resource Center members smile in chorus. Middle: The members of S.C.A. pause from their dance rehearsal briefly. Members of this group met once a week to practice their Renaissance dancing, and attended many period revels in the Michigan area. Bottom: Nancy Snyder, Judith Meriwether, and Kara Gibb dance the Korobushka, a Russian Folk Dance.
Top Left: A view from the Sears Tower during an ISO trip to Chicago.

Bottom Left: Cassie Noble and Seth Jacoby toasting as Peter B. Sanderson and Catherine Goodman look on in "The American Dream", put on by the Underground Players in November.

Top: Foreign Students Peter Golde, Germany, and Francois Nugler, France, gaze at the Chicago skyline.

Bottom Left: Students jump in leaves at Envorg's Trash Bash this fall.

Bottom Right: WJMD DJ's Scott Martin, and Mitch Meconi DJ for a Barbeque.
The Kalamazoo College Singers, led by Mr. Peter Hopkins, pause briefly after the Advent concert in which they sang carols and hymns.

An anticipation of Christmas joy, the chapel fills with one of the largest audiences of the year for its Advent service.

K'94 student Curt Korten reads at the podium.

The K' Handbells, led by Mr. Russell Cooper, rings in the season.

Speaker Davey Gerhard reads of Christmas. Invoking the story of the holiday, a speaker reminds her audience of the season's importance.
Winter
STUDENT APPRECIATION WEEK
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL


Middle Left: Leslie Beebe and Carrie Graveel cheer on their team. Middle Right: Jill Wojewuczkl passes. Bottom: Team members warm-up before the game.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Top: Back (L-R): Sean Lapekos, Jeremy Cole, Andy Hribik, Mike Maschek, Bill Higgins, Jeff VanderWerf, Steve Strecker, Dean Woodcock, and Doug Gordon. Front (L-R): Brian Blatte rt, Jon Njus, Kelly Carpenter, Corey Dean, Tark Lester, Steve St John, and Joe Miller; Bottom Left: Jon Njus; Bottom Right: The hornets regroup for the next play.

Middle Left: Senior swimmers: Matt Harrison, Amy Lancaster, and Grant Rockoff. Middle Right: Lane 2, Chuck Kemeny, and Lane 4, Greg Raczynski. Front: Grant Rockoff and Matt Harrison.


Bottom: Amy Curry and Amy Lancaster.
AIR BAND

Alex Cole

The Host:
The Acts:
1) "MAGIC MITE" -lint-" t.hav-"nq-"f-b."
2) "DOOR-FLYBAK" "o' r i ! 1 ~ . "m." " h " 
3) "BAMBOO, BEE" -graee--
4) "MUSSETTE" "t h l b a t -" 
5) "COME BABY COME" --"j-
6) "BABY-A-DISK" --o' r i ! 1 ~ . "m." " h 
7) "MIRACULOUS TAP-To" "an-1 " u-" r a "
8) "music Medley" --ver-r s a r y-

A Special Thank You to the Student Activities Committee and the Judges

Rebekah Hite, Joy Solomo (Chemistry), John Thompson, Peg Bouchard (Speech), Pam Shumaker (Drama), Sandra Lameir (Chemistry), Tom Lath (Mathematics), Joe Bean (Business), Sandy Webber (Microbiology), Dan Fleischer (Political Science), Mike Fleischer

A Special Thank You to the Student Activities Committee and the Judges

Rebekah Hite, Joy Solomo (Chemistry), John Thompson, Peg Bouchard (Speech), Pam Shumaker (Drama), Sandra Lameir (Chemistry), Tom Lath (Mathematics), Joe Bean (Business), Sandy Webber (Microbiology), Dan Fleischer (Political Science), Mike Fleischer
Peer Education members hard at work:
Top Left: Andreas Boquist. Top Right: Scott Hunslinger, Regan Murray, Ben Hale, Anne Betzner, and Andy Burdick.
Middle Left: Anne Betzner, Andy Burdick, and William Sutton. Middle Right: Jordan Rankin.
Bottom: Ben Hale, Jordan Rankin, Regan Murray, Kieran Joshi, Anne Betzner, and Scott Hunslinger.

Top: Africa Night: Emily Zaebst, Melanie Foster, Rebecca Carlson, and Jennifer Pfennig.
Bottom Right: Math Competition for fun? Andy Burdick, Regan Murray, and Erica Nowicki.
EXAM EXTRAVAGANZA

DESSERT PROGRESSIVE
Spring
Gall Nelson's sister, Nicole Paoletti, and Denna Evoe create bubbles on the quad; Top Right: Julie Dick sets a volleyball; Middle Left: Suzanne Drake and Erin Kutter; Mid Rt: Jessica Mason passes the ball; Bottom: Construction of the new chapel patio in progress.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Team Picture: Back Row: Coach Yvonne Hackenburg, Stephanie Smith, Sara Frier, Stephanie Decker, Eve Halderson, and Cheo Ramsey; Front Row: Blliee Lightfoot, Jackie Aurelia, Jen Holmes, Betsy Habba, and Alison Frye; Top Right: Stephanie Smith, Middle Left: Jackie Aurelia; Middle Right: Eve Halderson and Stephanie Decker; Bottom: Jen Holmes

MEN'S TENNIS

Top Left: Andreas Boquist, Adam Afridi, Cheo Ramsey, Paul Babay, Ted Grady, Chris Kennedy, Seth Denawetz, Jason McKinney, and coach Tim Corwin; Members of the team not pictured: Andrew Alaimo, James Collins, Chad Hu, Chris Fowler, Rich Gaslorzki, Ryan Köhenbach, Pat Reed, Marc Reeves, Pat Carroll, and Guillermo Leon

Middle Left: Bret Orr and Blake Peters; Middle Right: Bret Orr, Blake Peters, Chris Kennedy, and Rich Gaslorzki; Bottom Left: Ted Grady; Bottom Right: Andreas Boquist and Cheo Ramsey
Yearbook Staff!

Top Left: DeAnna Klein; Top Mid: Anastasia Farrell; Top Right: Sarah Kruse does presides; Middle: Drena Evow; Bottom Left: Erin Lee; Bottom Right: Jen An­ des, Kelly Dunford, Heather Carstens, and Anastasia Farrell clean out the Boiling Pot room.

Band

Orchestra
Campus Life

Top Left: Michael Lindenmoyer at the Union Desk; Top Mid: Sonja Dean at the library desk; Top Rt: Jennifer R. Dryer and Ben Breltinger; Mid Left: Abby Fanta catches a nap at the library; Bottom: Dana Bourland and Jessica Halonen proudly display their senior projects.

Top Left: Annual Take Back the Night March; Top Rt: John Lucier and Melissa Maraldi; Mid Left: Stacy VanAntwerp, Melissa McCormack, Mindy Brooks, Marie McIntrye, and Uli Varandani show down at the TGIF; Mid Rt: Presidential hopefuls Joanna Kyriakopoulou, Michelle Brown, Jeff Daly, Manual Rupe, and Ivana Ivkovic lobby for votes outside of Hicks; Bottom: Delora Razoooe.
Top Left: Brenda serves with a smile; Top Rt: Scott Hunsinger, Regan’s friend, Eric Conrad, Regan’s sister, Regan, Jessica Iaconen; Mid Left: Frisbee golfers Neil Hasek, Jeremy Hansen, Ajay Gupta, and Stan Mummaneni; Mid Rt: Matt Johnson and Jody Wilson; Bottom: Golfers David Borgdorff and Chris Yoon are busted by security guard Greg Simpson for playing the forbidden hole.

Top Left: Lisa Buchinger, Andrew Von Bergen, and Sharon Cubanski; Top Rt: Strings band performance, Cindy Backepleier, Anissa Body, Xiaojing He, Yu Xu, Shawn Quillman; Mid Top: The Track Club — Coach Pete Gathje, Mark Jensen, Brian Heftz, Jeremy Gale, Jeremy Kemeny, Dana Bourland, Deb Hoffmiller, Amber Vandenkolk, Judith Merweather; Mid Left: Going around the table: Robin Wells, Ingo Marx, Simon Bivales, Jason Wendt; Mid Rt: Todd Ware; Bottom: Tim Long and squirrel.
Spring Fling

Top Left: Spring Fling Games get under way; Top Right: Stacy Schaefer and Elizabeth Kazaninoff enjoying the games; Middle: Tug of War; Bottom Left: Whip cream pie eating contest; Bottom Right: Amy Trenkle after the competition.

K — Fest

Top Left: Tracey Parker gives a tattoo; Top Right: The Jah Kings; Middle (Top): Face painting, Bill Ulicker, and Greg Johnson, Tracey and her tattoo; Middle (Bottom): Nick Blumm, Rachael Miller, Mark Durbin, and Andrea Schwarz; Sue Ahn on the Obirton; Bottom: Dancin' to the Jah Kings.
Top Left: Jennifer Johnson, and Beth Bowden; Top Rt: Beth Bowden and Jasen Schrock, Mid Left: Joseph G. Reish and Gina M. Chimner; Mid Rt: Demlan Krentz and Lissa Goldberg; Bottom Left: The Sakeitans consult Doctor Anthony Saracino; But. Rt: A little rain in the set?

Top Left: Jeff Daly, Doug Gordon, Jasen Schrock, Demlan Krentz, and Joseph Reish sing the "Fatherhood Blues"; Top Rt: Back: Nicole Passetti, Lynette Keir, Rebecca Avery, Front: Sina Salzman, Lissa Goldberg, and Jennifer Johnson; Bottom: Cast and Crew!
Travels with Lua

Emily Merrell's SP presentation: Travels with Lua at the Turn of the Century. Top Left: Anjalee Deshpande; Top Right: Emily Merrell and Jodi Wilson; Bottom Right: The cast and crew. Top Row: Matt Horcha, Emily Merrell, Jody Wilson. Middle Row: Elizabeth Arledge Ross, Karen Bailey. Front Row: Elizabeth Stands, Hillary K. Byrne, Kassal Barney, Anjalee Deshpande; Bottom Left: Emily Merrell.
Foreign Study


Bethany Poppel
Learn to Live with Uncertainty!
Graduation Days are Here

We Made It!
PIG ROAST
Commencement
Evidence of Dedication

Open your eyes, sweet senior
time has come to begin again
Think back
Think back

Freshman Year:
maybelline mania
herds of antenna hair at Saga
redneck mustaches — gone by second week
football hair — short and to the point
squeegee bottles with Kool - aid and vodka
sex at 7, 8, and 9 . . . on TV
(sing) Everybody Dance Now!
God is a yogurt machine

Sophomore Year:
blend into the woodwork
God is a full-service salad bar

Junior Year:
Quadstock hangover
post Europe goatees
who the fuck cares ponytails
smoker’s cough
who are these freshman?
God fired Diane

Senior Year:

hair cut — interviews (“do not pass go . . .”).
too stressed for hygiene
SIP hair
comps zits (“you fail”)
Senior pledge (“give us money”)
LACC’s cancelled (“welcome super senior”)
last-chance hook-ups
God is the dessert bar

Suck in your gut
breath deeply of your past
and let the future come.

Submitted by the four seniors of the apocalypse (graduation)

Co-editors:
Heather Carstens - Administration Summer, and Fall ’93, Spring ’94,
Photography, Layout, Fund Raising Coordinator

Erin Lee - Administration Winter ’94 (Survived Hell on Earth),
Layout, Photography, Computer Entry

Sarah Kruse - Layout Editor Summer and Fall ’93, sign and poster
maker extraordinaire

Staff - All or Some Quarters:

Jen Andes
Kelly Dunsford - Advertising
Denna Eoe
Davey Gerhard
Anastasia Farrell
Theresa Gutierrez
Jessica Haney

Cathy Johnson
DeAnna Klein
Johanna McKinzy
Kirstin Ratza
Elizabeth Arledge Ross
Heather Simpson

Most staff members were involved in all aspects of yearbook
production and promotion - layout, photography, computer entry, and
yearbook sales.

Thanks to Kelli Johnson, Student Services, Archives, John Greenhowe,
Alex Vintor, Keith Morris, and all other contributors.

COVER DESIGN and DIVISION HEADINGS by Patty Mayle

Style and theme by Erin Lee, Sarah Kruse, Heather Carstens, and
Summer Quarter staff.

Erin Lee would like to thank Jackie Aurelia, Katie Baker, and Jen
Mitchell for their help during Winter Quarter.

Special thanks to my Mother, Rebecca Carstens, for her understanding at the end of
Fall Quarter and for staying up with me till 3:00 a.m. doing layouts. Thanks also to
Andrew Van Bergen who brought us delicious refreshments that evening - er - morning.